IDF 8 is located in room 2036.
IDF 9 is located along one wall of room 2066.
Anniversary in room 2037 indicates the location of a ceiling mounted projector (dual drop including wireless AP). Annotation 6 (approximately 5 location) indicates wall mounted displays.
Dual drop included in the center.
Annotation 8 & 2 locations in rooms 2024 and 2025, indicate the location of digital court recording system. Each such location requires 6 drops, in addition to the two standard "office" drops.
The computer lab, room 2033 contains a total of 7 datacomm outlets, each a dual drop Office areas with "clouds" have two locations with conduit and boxes for datacomm. Only one is planned for use.
Datacomm locations in offices are indicated with a triangle. Whether unshaded, half shaded, or fully shaded, each such location represents a dual drop location.
10F 1D is located in what is shown as a cubicle location, between rooms 2201 and 2122. Office locations with "clouds" have 2 conductors and boxes for datacom. Only one location is to be cabled. The "Job sites" area, room 2002, is equipped with a 1" conduit and a quad box on each side; a total of 6 drops per side are called for.